Round 4 of the So-Cal Regional series kicked off in Glen Helen, CA. Kyle Aarup had a slight points lead
over the field and knew he had to work hard to keep that top spot.
Kyle started in 3rd position. Kyle methodically worked the track and his way up to 2nd, showing the
leader his wheel time and again. This high speed chess game caused the leader to make a mistake and Kyle
seized the opportunity to take over the #1 spot. Kyle pushed the Type 1 Motorsports Pro-Buggy to it's
limit's while leading the pack, with his flawless driving and down right dangerous Pro Buggy, he was able to
capture the top spot on the podium. Another win gives Kyle an advantage on the field as they all race for
the championship.
The Type 1 Team must ensure Kyle’s Diabetes is always maintained as well as to make sure the Pro-Buggy
is prepped and maintained for Kyle's race for 2 Championships in one year!! This determined rookie is
making huge strides in the Lucas Oil Series in So-Cal and Arizona, as well as living with Type 1 Diabetes!
Many Thanks to the many great sponsors that help achieve this dream Aarup and Sons Construction ,
Dave Parson’s Fabrication , Undaunted Apparel , Snm-Media , Empire Wraps , Vagabond Welding Supply ,
Fortin Racing , Sturgeon Construction , Race Tech , Summers Bros Racing , You can catch Kyle next on:
www.livetrackfrfed.com in Showlow, Arizona at Thunder Raceway, July 2nd and 3rd 2016, and July 9th So Cal
Glen Helen.
Living with T1D is a constant challenge. People with the disease must carefully balance insulin doses
(either by injections multiple times a day or continuous infusion through a pump) with eating and daily
activities throughout the day and night. They must also test their blood sugar by pricking their fingers for
blood six or more times a day. Despite this constant attention, people with T1D still run the risk of
dangerous high or low blood sugar levels, both of which can be life-threatening. People with T1D overcome
these challenges on a daily basis, Kyle is the perfect example of living life to the fullest!

